A general wave decomposition formula for the measurement of normal incidence sound transmission loss in impedance tube.
Two types of general methods can be found in the literature for the determination of the normal incidence sound transmission loss (nSTL) of acoustical elements. The first one is based on the transfer matrix (TM) approach, and the second one is based on the wavefield decomposition (WD) theory. From all the techniques proposed in the literature, the general TM methods (two-load or two-source location) are the only methods yielding the exact nSTL of an acoustical element without any assumptions on its symmetry and on the termination (i.e., the load). Except for the case of an anechoic termination, there is no method based on the WD theory which yields exact nSTL. This paper presents a general WD method to measure the exact nSTL of an acoustical element without any assumptions on its symmetry and on the termination. Similar to general TM methods for non-symmetrical elements, four microphones and two loads will be required. As a first validation of the method, symmetrical and non-symmetrical porous materials are investigated. Results are discussed and compared with some existing methods and with the classical two-load method. A perfect agreement is found with the classical two-load method.